We present a technique for deblending seismic data acquired with simultaneous shots. We propose the apex shifted Radon transform (ASRT) method to collapse energy from different shots to their apexes or shot locations. The technique is more suited for streamer acquisition, although other uses are possible. The ASRT is implemented via a Stolt migration operator with a high resolution least squares algorithm. The transform collapses all events to their apexes independently of their geometry (offset and azimuth) and does not require the knowledge of shot locations or velocities. It is as fast as a 2D Radon transform and therefore can be applied during acquisition as a preliminary QC.
Introduction
Acquisition requirements have become more and more demanding over the years. Longer offsets, wider azimuth and denser line or streamer spacing have proven to produce much better seismic results However, these improvements come with a high increase in acquisition cost which in many cases unaffordable. Simultaneous source acquisition has become one of the favorite possible solutions to this problem (for example see Beasley, 2008 , Vermeer 2009 ). However there are many issues to address in acquisition and processing before this approach becomes standard. Problems in processing arise because many processing tools involve shot coordinates, either directly or through offset and azimuth. This is a problem since in simultaneous source acquisition each trace has several shot locations. Simple replication of traces for different shots allows conventional processing but at the cost of undesired energy in the form of leaking noise. Some processes in the seismic sequence are robust enough to handle this noise but some others seem to require a deblending at front. Experience on this problem is quite limited but it is believed that the separation does not need to be perfect, just like noise attenuation is never perfect. In fact the separation may probably only be required in an initial state for noise attenuation and velocity analysis and could probably be reverted before final migration. Many separation techniques have been tried already (for example, Mahdad et al., 2011) . Some of them, like Akerberg et al. (2008) , use high resolution inversion. In this abstract we present also a high resolution inversion technique, mostly suited for marine streamer records, that has the potential to perform a fast initial separation without any detailed geometry or velocity information. Because the technique is very fast, it can be applied during acquisition on board. The method consists on collapsing energy towards the apexes of the gathers, which permits separation by muting, prediction and subtraction. To collapse energy towards apexes we use a tool called Apex Shifted Radon transform (Trad, 2003) . This tool works as a normal hyperbolic Radon transform but instead of assigning a unique value for the hyperbolic apexes it considers every point of the gather as a possible apex. This technique is also very closely related to the Focal transform (Berkhout, and Verschuur, 2006) and the DELPHI group has also done some work on deblending by focal transform (Doulgeris, P, 2011, personal communication) .
Theory
To separate shots we can use a tool that focuses the signals onto different non overlapping areas. It is simpler if information about the shot locations is not required since every trace contains many shot locations. In this work we use the Apex Shifted Radon Transform (ASRT) as described in Trad (2002 Trad ( , 2003 . This tool is a generalization of Hyperbolic Radon transform (HRT) in the sense that collapses hyperbolic events into points, but is different to the HRT in the respect that it does not assume the apexes of all events are collocated at the same space coordinate. The ASRT collapses all hyperbolic events, independently of their lateral location, towards their apexes ( Figure 1 ) by using the following (adjoint) mapping
where t is the travel time of the data at offset x and is a function of the model parameters (τ, y, v) as follows:
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The parameters τ and y are location coordinates (time and space) of the apexes of hyperbolic events, and v is the velocity parameter that defines the curvature of each event on each apex. For every point of the model all the samples corresponding to the data at coordinates (t, x) are stacked. For more accurate amplitude prediction the transformation is calculated in a least squares sense, by finding a model such that the forward mapping
predicts data with minimum square error:
.
In addition, to improve the focusing, the L1 norm of the model is minimized:
where μ is a hyper-parameter indicating that data residuals and model complexity are not weighted in the same way. The relative weight of the two norms balances data fitting versus model complexity, and removes from the model sampling artifacts. To perform this minimization we implement sparse inversion incorporating the model sparseness in the operator. This eliminates the hyper parameter and allows controlling the degree of sparseness through a simple model weighting. Also instead of linear programming for the L1 norm a model weight is applied to make the L2 norm to behave as L1.
Once the data are mapped into the ASRT model (Figure 2) , a mute based in localization and/or amplitude is performed. Usually all the energy that comes from the same shot maps to apexes located around the same spatial coordinate but signal from different shots map to different apex locations. This makes mute by localization appropriate to separate shots at different distance from the receivers. When the operator does not match properly the curvature or shape of the event, for example because the velocity is approximated, energy spreads on a wider area, and the mute has to be made wider to avoid event truncation. But as long as the mute does not truncate the events, amplitudes are correctly predicted. That is why the method does not need precise velocities and a coarse approximation is enough. Additional separation based on amplitude across different velocity panels is also possible although not too practical for deblending. More complicated mutes are required when the geological structure is complex and apexes move a large lateral distance from shot locations. This situation can be addressed in different ways but at the moment it represents the most serious limitation of the described method.
Although in principle this transformation could be many times more expensive than a Radon Transform, the ASRT operator can be very efficiently implemented using migration techniques, since both ASRT and post-stack migration have a similar mathematical expression (after replacing midpoint by receiver location on the migration equation). In the examples shown on this article, Stolt's operator is used for efficiency but any other migration operator can be used as well. To overcome the limitation of the operator to handle vertical velocity variations the data is stretched in time before ASRT, which permits collapsing the events with one velocity.
If the shots are not acquired simultaneously but with some delay, an additional first break algorithm can be used to select the location of the apexes for every shot. In this situation, each shot is iteratively subtracted after a pass of ASRT, and the first break pick detects the apex location for each shot, also iteratively.
This technique permits recreation of the higher cost data that would have been acquired without blending. The quality of the separation depends mostly on the distance between shots. The use of Sparse Inversion permits the separation of shots that are quite close together. Using this deblending technique it is possible to recreate individual shots with acceptable error compared to what would be available with more expensive acquisition. The main issue that remains is the leaking of apexes from the mute area of one shot to the mute area of another which happens in complex geology. This challenge has also been found in other deblending procedures (Ting and Zhao, 2009 ).
The proposed separation algorithm is fast and flexible. It does not require a complicated implementation since it is applied on one line of receivers at a time. An evolution into multidimensional ASRTs will be addressed in future work to improve constraint and resolution. Since the technique does not require any information about geometry or shot locations, it is possible to apply it in an automatic fashion at a very early stage of the acquisition.
Example
For the purpose of illustration we apply the tool to artificially blended data consisting of three shots from a streamer survey. Figure 2 (left) shows a blended line consisting of three different shots. The shots are separated by 3.3km and 1.9 km. Figure 2 (right) shows the apex shifted Radon transform of the blended shots. Although a very simple velocity trend is used, the mapped shots have been reduced on lateral extension such that they do not overlap. Notice there are actually six shots on the transform, because the offsets of the three shots have been replicated and flipped in sign to generate split-spread gathers that allow a better transformation. The first apex location is selected by either first break picking on the original data, or if the apex is always on the same location, simply by specifying their location. Figure 3 shows the three separated shots. Separation is not perfect and some residual energy remains, but most of the energy has been properly separated. Simple direct subtraction is used since amplitude and phase are predicted without distortion. Figure 4 shows the zoomed input, prediction, original and difference.
Conclusions
The simultaneous acquisition of shots allows many improvements on efficiency, resolution and illumination with a reasonable increase on cost compared to traditional acquisitions. A problem with this type of blended acquisition is that each trace contains contributions from several shots and therefore algorithms that require a single value of shot location (or offset and azimuth) per each seismic trace suffer from additional leaking noise coming from the additional shots. To decrease this leaking noise when performing conventional processing of blended acquisition we propose a proprietary technique based on Apex Shifted Radon Transform that is fast, flexible and separates the signal coming from different shots with an acceptable quality.
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